We propose a method to infer domain-specific models such as classifiers for unseen domains, from which no data are given in the training phase, without domain semantic descriptors. When training and test distributions are different, standard supervised learning methods perform poorly. Zero-shot domain adaptation attempts to alleviate this problem by inferring models that generalize well to unseen domains by using training data in multiple source domains. Existing methods use observed semantic descriptors characterizing domains such as time information to infer the domain-specific models for the unseen domains. However, it cannot always be assumed that such metadata can be used in real-world applications. The proposed method can infer appropriate domain-specific models without any semantic descriptors by introducing the concept of latent domain vectors, which are latent representations for the domains and are used for inferring the models. The latent domain vector for the unseen domain is inferred from the set of the feature vectors in the corresponding domain, which is given in the testing phase. The domain-specific models consist of two components: the first is for extracting a representation of a feature vector to be predicted, and the second is for inferring model parameters given the latent domain vector. The posterior distributions of the latent domain vectors and the domain-specific models are parametrized by neural networks, and are optimized by maximizing the variational lower bound using stochastic gradient descent. The effectiveness of the proposed method was demonstrated through experiments using one regression and two classification tasks.
Introduction
Many supervised learning methods rely heavily on the assumption that training and test data follow the same distribution. However, this assumption is often violated in real-word applications. For example, in computer vision, images taken with different cameras or in different conditions follow different distributions [36] . In sentiment analysis, reviews on different product categories follow different distributions [4, 11] . When the training and test distributions are different, standard supervised learning methods perform significantly worse [2, 31, 8] .
Although large labeled data drawn from the test distribution can alleviate this problem, such data are often time-consuming and impractical to collect since labels need to be manually assigned by domain experts. Domain adaptation aims to learn models that perform well on a testing domain, called a target domain, by using data in a training domain, called a source domain [37, 23, 22, 9, 31] . Learning such models requires a few labeled and/or unlabeled data in the target domain during training. However, training after obtaining data from the target domain is problematic in some real-world applications. For example, with the growth of the Internet of Things (IoT), the importance of performing prediction on devices such as speech recognition on mobile devices [33] and character recognition on portable devices [39] is increasing. Since these devices do not have sufficient computing resources, training on these devices is difficult even if new target domains appear that contain training data. In security, the need to protect a wide variety of devices such as sensors, cameras, and cars from cyber attacks is rapidly rising [1] . Since the new devices (target domains) appear one after another, it is difficult to protect all these devices quickly with time-consuming training. In personalized services such as e-mail systems, personalization (training) for new users is allowed only when the users allow the use of their data for training to preserve privacy.
Zero-shot domain adaptation aims to adapt target domains where there are no data in the training phase by using data in multiple source domains [42, 41, 27, 26, 21] . We call these target domains unseen domains. Since these methods do not require any data in the target domains, they can instantly adapt to various unseen domains without time and memory consuming training. It is important to infer an appropriate domain-specific model for each domain in the training phase since the characteristics of each domain differ. Existing methods infer such models by using additional semantic descriptors characterizing domains such as time information [19, 17, 18] , device and location information [42] , and pose and illumination information [29] . Although they improve performance, assuming semantic descriptors restricts the applicability of zero-shot domain adaptation because semantic descriptors cannot always be obtained. Recently, Shankar et al. [34] proposed a method to infer domain-specific models without semantic descriptors. This method infers the domain-specific model given one feature vector from the unseen domain in the testing phase. However, it is difficult to infer such models correctly from one feature vector because the domain is usually characterized by the data distribution, which requires the set of feature vectors to be estimated.
In this paper, we propose a method to infer appropriate domain-specific models for unseen domains without semantic descriptors given the sets of unlabeled data in the corresponding domains at the testing phase and labeled data in multiple source domains in the training phase. Once training is executed by using labeled data in multiple source domains, the proposed method can infer domainspecific models for the unseen domains given the sets of the feature vectors in the corresponding domains. Instead of using semantic descriptors, the proposed method introduces the concept of latent domain vectors, which are latent representations for domains and are used to infer the models. Domain-specific models are modeled by two types of neural networks: the first extracts features, i.e., it outputs a representation given an observed feature vector, and the second outputs model parameters given the latent domain vector. By integrating the outputs of both neural networks, the models can make a prediction for the feature vector of each domain. The latent domain vector is estimated from the set of the feature vectors rather than one feature vector, which enables us to accurately infer the models reflecting the characteristics of the domains. To infer the latent domain vectors from the sets of the feature vectors in different domains, the neural networks need to take sets with different sizes as inputs. However, traditional neural networks take vectors with a fixed size as inputs and cannot deal with sets. To overcome this problem, we employ the architecture of deep sets [43] , which is permutation invariant to the order of samples in the sets and thus can take the sets as inputs. Specifically, we model the parameters for the posterior distribution of the latent domain vector given the set of feature vectors by the permutation invariant neural networks. Both neural networks for the latent domain vectors and domain-specific models are simultaneously optimized by maximizing the variational lower bound using stochastic gradient descent (SGD). Since the proposed method is based on a Bayesian framework, it can infer models by naturally considering the uncertainty of estimated latent domain vectors, which enables robust prediction.
Proposed Method

Notations and Task
We introduce the notations used in this paper and define the task we investigate. We treat a multiclass classification problem as a running example though the proposed method can be applied to other supervised learning tasks. Let
n=1 be a set of labeled data in the d-th domain, where x dn ∈ R M is the M -dimensional feature vector of the n-th sample of the d-th domain, y dn ∈ {1, . . . , C} is its label, and N d is the number of the labeled data in the d-th domain.
n=1 represent a set of feature vectors and labels in the d-th domain, respectively. We assume that feature vector size M and the number of classes C are the same in all domains. Assume we have labeled data in D source domains, 
n=1 is given in the testing phase. Figure 1 illustrates the proposed method.
Model
The proposed method assumes that each domain has a K-dimensional latent continuous variable z d ∈ R K , which is called a latent domain vector in this paper. This latent domain vector z d is generated from a standard Gaussian distribution N (z d |0, I). Each label y dn of a feature vector x dn is generated depending on this feature vector and the corresponding latent domain vector z d , p θ (y dn |x dn , z d ), which is modeled by neural networks with parameters θ. Specifically, the c th element of the output layer of p θ (y dn |x dn , z d ) before applying the softmax function is modeled as
where h and g c are neural networks, J is the output size of the neural networks, and · is an inner product. Intuitively, h(x dn ) is a representation after feature extraction, and
J×C is classifier parameters for the d-th domain. By changing the latent domain vector z d , the proposed method can represent various class decision boundaries. Note that this formulation is similar to the model described by Yang and Hospedales [42] although z d represents an observed semantic descriptor characterizing a domain in their work [42] .
The marginal log-likelihood of our model on the labeled training data D is given by
Since p θ (y dn |x dn , z d ) is modeled by neural networks, analytically obtaining the posterior of the latent domain vector is intractable. Therefore, we approximate the posterior of the latent domain vector with q φ , which is modeled as
where mean µ φ (X d ) ∈ R K and variance σ 2 φ (X d ) ∈ R K are modeled by neural networks with parameters φ. In this model, the latent domain vector z d depends only on the set of feature vectors X d although we can model so that z d depends on both X d and Y d . However, by this modeling, the proposed method can predict the latent domain vectors of unseen domains when the sets of the unlabeled data in these domains are only given in the test phase. Therefore, we can infer appropriate classifiers for the unseen domains without training.
Since the q φ deals with the set of feature vectors X d as an input, the neural networks for the parameters µ φ (X d ) and σ 2 φ (X d ) must be permutation invariant to the order of samples in the set. In addition, since different domains will have different numbers of samples, these neural networks should be robust to differences in the data size. For neural networks satisfying these conditions, we use the following neural network architecture,
where τ (X d ) represents one of the µ φ (X d ) and ln σ 2 φ (X d ), ρ and η are any neural networks, respectively. This neural network is obviously permutation invariant and reduces the influence of the data size by simply taking the average of η(x dn ). Note that this architecture is a kind of permutation invariant architectures proposed by Zaheer et al. [43] . Figure 2 shows a graphical model representation of the proposed model, where the shared and unshared nodes indicate observed and latent variables, respectively.
Learning
We can derive a lower bound on the marginal log-likelihood ln p(D) using
where (5) is still intractable, this term can be effectively approximated by the reparametrization trick [16] : That is, we draw L samples z
, and we have
As a result, the objective function to be maximized with respect to the parameters θ and φ becomes
Prediction
Given the set of feature vectors from the unseen domain
n=1 , the proposed method predicts the distribution of the label given the feature vector x d n as follows:
where z 
Related Work
Many domain adaptation or transfer learning methods have been proposed under many different settings. Unsupervised domain adaptation aims to adapt a target domain by using labeled source data and unlabeled target data [37, 23, 22, 5, 3] . Semi-supervised domain adaptation methods use a small amount of labeled target data as well as these data [6, 7, 9, 31] . Some methods assume multiple source domains for adaptation [25, 44] . Some methods discover latent domains in a source domain to improve performance [13, 40, 24] All these methods assume some data in the target domain can be used for training. However, our task does not use any data in the target domain during training.
Multi-task learning improves performances of several tasks simultaneously by sharing training data obtained from multiple domains [30] . These methods usually assume that data for the domains, where performance improvement is desired, can be used during training. In contrast, the proposed method aims to improve performance for the unseen domains, where there are no data during training.
Zero-shot learning attempts to learn classifiers that generalize to unseen classes that do not appear in the training phase [38] . Our task is to generalize to unseen domains in the training phase.
The term zero-shot domain adaptation has been used by Yang and Hospedales [42, 41] and is sometimes called domain generalization. Many zero-shot domain adaptation methods attempt to find domain-invariant representations or models for generalization. Muandet et al. [27] proposed a method to learn kernel-based representations that minimize the domain discrepancy. Ghifary et al. [10] proposed a method to learn domain-invariant features by using multi-task auto-encoders. Some methods assume model parameters consisting of a domain agnostic term and a domain specific term, and the agnostic parameters are only used for unseen domains [14, 20] . Li et al. [21] used meta-learning methods to generalize models. Higgins et al. [12] aimed to learn domain-invariant disentangled features for reinforcement learning. Although these methods are somewhat effective, they ignore specific information for each domain and use only common parts of the existing domains. In contrast, the proposed method can infer domain-specific models by using the set of feature vectors in each domain.
Some methods assume the additional semantic descriptors can be used that represent domains such as time information [19, 17, 18] , device and location information [42] , and instructions for reinforcement learning [28] . Although these semantic descriptors enhance the generalization ability, such data cannot be used under some circumstances. The proposed method can be applied in these situations without any semantic descriptors.
One method, called CROSSGRAD [34] , has been recently proposed to infer domain-specific models that generalize to unseen domains by using domain signals without semantic descriptors. This method utilizes domain signals similarly to the proposed method, but there are clear differences in several aspects. First, both methods infer domain-specific models differently. This method infers the model from one feature vector. Since the same model is inferred as long as the same feature vector is given, this model cannot output different labels given the same feature vector. This fact restricts the generalization capability of this method. For example, this method cannot cope with the situation in which the distributions of labels given feature vectors p(y|x) differ between domains. In contrast, the proposed method can deal with this since the model is inferred from the set of feature vectors and thus different models can be inferred between different domains. Second, this method does not take into account the uncertainty of the estimated latent domain vector even though this estimation is not easy and the latent domain vectors contribute greatly to performance. In contrast, the proposed method naturally takes into account such uncertainty owing to a Bayesian framework. Third, this method uses data augmentation techniques based on adversarial training to avoid over-fitting to the source domains. However, generally, such adversarial training is unstable and often leads to poor performance [32] . The proposed method can generalize to the unseen domains without such adversarial training as shown in our experiments.
Experiments
In this section, we demonstrate that the proposed method has better zero-shot domain adaptation ability than three different comparison methods in two classification tasks and one regression task. To measure this ability, we evaluated the accuracy for the classification tasks and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) for the regression task on target domains that were not used for training.
Datasets
We used three real-world datasets: MNIST-r 1 and IoT 2 for classification and School 3 for regression.
The MNIST-r dataset is commonly used in zero-shot domain adaptation studies. This dataset, which was derived from the hand written digit dataset MNIST, was introduced by Ghifary et al. [10] . Each domain is created by rotating the images in multiples of 15 degrees: 0,15,30,45,60, and 75. Therefore, this dataset has six different domains. Each domain has 1,000 images, which are represented by 256-dimensional vectors, of 10 classes (digits). We tested on one domain while training on the rest by changing the test domain. In each domain used for training, we randomly selected 80% of samples for training and 20% of samples for validation.
The IoT dataset contains real network traffic data, which are gathered from nine IoT devices infected by BASHLITE malware. This dataset has normal and malicious traffic data, which are divided into five attacks. Each data point is represented by a 115-dimensional vector and the task is to classify each data point as normal or malicious. We normalized each feature vector by 2 -normalization. We did not use the devices that had no normal data. We treated each device as a domain and tested on one domain while training on the rest by changing the test domain. We randomly choose samples from the first 5,000 traffic data from each normal/attack file of each device file while equalizing the ratio of normal and malicious data. As a result, for each trial, we used 14,000 samples for training, 1,400 samples for validation, and 3,800 samples for testing.
The School dataset is well used in multi-task learning studies. This dataset consists of exam grades of 15,362 students from 139 schools. Given the 28 features representing a student, the task is to predict each student's exam grades. By regarding each school as a domain, this dataset has 139 different domains. In our experiments, we used four datasets with different numbers of source domains. Specifically, we randomly choose 10%, 15%, 25%, and 50% of domains for training and the remaining 90%, 85%, 75%, and 50% of domains for testing. Then, in each domain used for training, we randomly selected 80% of samples for training and 20% of samples for validation.
Comparison Methods
We compared the proposed method with two popular zero-shot domain adaptation methods, classification and contrastive semantic alignment (CCSA) [26] and CROSSGRAD [34] , and one baseline method. None of methods, including the proposed method, uses any semantic descriptors.
Baseline is a neural network, where no adaptation is performed and is learned by all training data D without identification of domains. For MNIST-r, we used a neural network with one dense hidden layer with 100 hidden nodes, ReLU activations, and a softmax output function. For IoT, we used a neural network with one dense hidden layer with 50 hidden nodes, ReLU activations, and a softmax output function. For School, we used a neural network with one dense hidden layer with 10 hidden nodes and ReLU activations.
CCSA is widely used zero-shot domain adaptation method that finds domain-invariant representations. This method uses the contrastive semantic alignment loss, which brings samples with the same labels closer and separates samples with different labels in the embedding spaces, to learn representations. This loss is added to the hidden layers of the baseline network.
CROSSGRAD is a zero-shot domain adaptation method that infers the domain-specific model from one feature vector. In CROSSGRAD, the domain features are incorporated in the baseline network by concatenating with the inputs the same as [34] . The neural network for a domain classifier is the same architecture as the baseline network for MNIST-r and IoT except for the number of output nodes. For School, we used a neural network with two dense hidden layers with 10 hidden nodes and ReLU activations for the domain classifier since it improved performance.
For the proposed method, to infer the latent domain vectors, we used neural network architectures which have the same numbers of hidden layers and nodes and the same activations as that for the domain classifier in CROSSGRAD. Specifically, for µ φ (X d ) and ln σ
, the shared single (two)-layer neural networks are used as the neural network η in (4) for MNIST-r and IoT (School), and different single-layer neural networks are used as ρ in (4). For p θ (y dn |x dn , z d ), h(x dn ) in (1) corresponds to the activated hidden layer of the baseline network, and g c in (1) is the single-layer neural network. To prevent the outputs of g c becoming too large since it leads to unstable performance, tanh activations are applied to the outputs, which improved the performance. The proposed method was implemented by using a deep learning framework, Chainer [35] .
Hyper-parameter Settings
For all experiments, we selected hyper-parameters on the basis of accuracy for MNIST-r and IoT and RMSE for School on the validation data. For CCSA, the regularization parameter γ was chosen from {0.01, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5}, and the number of samples for the contrastive semantic alignment loss was set to two for all datasets. For CROSSGRAD, the data augmentation weight α = α l = α d was chosen from {0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9}, and the step size for data augmentation was selected from {0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 2.5} the same as [34] . For the proposed method, the dimension of the latent domain vector K was chosen from {2, 3, . . . , 10}, and the sample size of the reparametrization trick L was set to one for training and ten for testing. For all methods, we used the Adam optimizer [15] with a learning rate of 0.001. The maximum number of epochs was 300 for MNIST-r and School and 200 for IoT, and we evaluated the results when they got the best accuracies for MNIST-r and IoT, and best RMSEs for School on the validation data after 15 epochs to avoid over-fitting. For the proposed method, the minibatch size should preferably be somewhat large since the latent domain vectors are estimated from the sets of the feature vectors. Thus, we set the minibatch size as 512 for all methods.
We conducted experiments on ten randomized trials for each test domain, and reported the mean accuracy for MNIST-r and IoT and mean RMSE for School.
Results
First, we investigated the zero-shot domain adaptation performance of the proposed method. Table 1 shows the average and standard deviation of accuracies with different test domains with MNIST-r and IoT and the average and standard deviation of RMSE over 90%, 85%, 75%, and 50% of all domains for School. The proposed method obtained the better results than the other methods in all cases. For MNIST-r, the proposed method obviously outperformed the others by large margins. For IoT, the proposed method greatly improved the performance with D-Doorbell and 1002-sec camera while preserving the competitive performances in the other test domains. For School, the proposed method statistically outperformed the others. Overall, the proposed method, which predicts domain-specific models by inferring latent domain vectors from the sets of the feature vectors, showed good results for all datasets; therefore, we found that the proposed method has better zero-shot domain adaptation ability than other existing methods.
Second, we present insights on the working of the proposed method on the MNIST-r where the domains corresponding to image rotations are easy to interpret. Figure 3 represents the posterior distributions of the latent domain vectors estimated by the proposed method, where there were two dimension of the latent domain vector. We found that respective posterior distributions are consistently aligned in order of the rotation angle (domain). Especially, the posterior distributions for the unseen domains can also be predicted in order. For example, when the unseen domain was 30 degrees, the posterior for the 30-degree domain was correctly located between the 15 and 45-degree domains. Since the proposed method can successfully extract the characteristics of the domains as the latent domain vectors as shown here, it performed well.
Third, we investigated how the zero-shot domain adaptation performance of the proposed method changed as the number of the dimensions of the latent domain vectors K changed. Figure 4 represent the average of the results and their standard error over test domains of each dataset when changing the value of K within {2, 3, . . . , 10}. Here, Baseline had constant results when the value of K was varied since it does not depend on K. The proposed method performed better than Baseline for all the values of K. Since the proposed method is based on a Bayesian framework, it is robust to the number of dimensions of the domain vectors K.
Lastly, we show how the zero-shot domain adaptation performance is affected by the number of the source domains on School, which has many domains. Figure 5 represents the averages and the standard errors of the RMSE on School when varying the number of the source domains. When the number of source domains was large (50%), the proposed method and Baseline performed almost the same since the amount of training data was sufficient to cover the domain variation. As the number of source domains decreased, the proposed method came to perform better than the others. Since the proposed method is designed to generalize to unseen domains on the basis of a Bayesian framework, it performed well even when the number of the source domains was small.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a method to infer domain-specific models such as classifiers for unseen domains without domain semantic descriptors. To infer domain-specific models without any domain semantic descriptors, the proposed method introduces the concept of latent domain vectors, which are latent representations for domains and are used for inferring the models. The latent domain vector is estimated from the set of the feature vectors in the corresponding domain. In experiments using three real-world datasets, we demonstrated that the proposed method performed better than the existing zero-shot domain adaptation methods. For future work, we will incorporate domain semantic descriptors into our framework for learning the latent domain vectors.
